
SCORE HIGHLIGHTS
Château La France Delhomme
2019   91 Pts.  James Suckling
2018   90 Pts.  James Suckling

Cuvée 58
2020  90 Pts., Best Buy Wine Enthusiast

Colors 721
2020   90 Pts.  James Suckling
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The Bouey family has been in the Médoc region of Bordeaux for over 200 years. But they are not vineyard owners, rather, vineyard caretakers, tending to the 
vines of their seven chateaux in a way that preserves them for future generations. They’ve operated this way for years and show no signs of altering their 
approach. The resultant wine and health of the vines speak for themselves. In fact, they are one of the last family-owned wine trading companies left in 
Bordeaux.

Respect for the environment is just as important to Famille Bouey as the respect for heritage and crafting delicious wines. All seven of the Famille Bouey 
estates are farmed to ISO 140001 standards and have obtained the High Environmental Value (HVE) label, which is the most highly regarded and rigorous 
label given to farms and agriculture. Sulfites are kept to a minimum in the wine and no chemicals are used to treat, feed or tend to the vines. Vineyard 
biodiversity is honored and encouraged.

Since 2007, the family has employed famed winemaker Stéphane Denoncourt to help further their production and environmental goals. Stephane’s expertise 
lies in knowing what technological innovations to implement to both the winery and the vineyards. Oh La Vache! (fresh, well-balanced), Cuvée 11 (intense, 
expressive) and Cuvée 58 (amply, silky) are some of the notable wines in the range.

Bordeaux,
FRANCE



CUVÉE 11 & CUVÉE 20
Two wines whose fruit and freshness come together to honor two major events in the Bouey Family history. 

Cuvée 11 – named for the first 11 hectares of vines acquired by Jean Bouey in 1821.

Cuvée 20 – acknowledges the fourth generation of the Bouey Family, Yann Bouey, who joined the family 
business in 2020 to continue the family legacy.

OH LA VACHE! 
“Oh La Vache!” (French slang for “Holy Cow”), an eco-responsible wine produced with respect to biodiversity 
and durable development. The future of our planet is being written today, one bottle at a time.

• High Environmental Value (HVE) Level 3 Certified
• Recycled glass bottle
• Label produced from cane sugar fibers
• Cork sourced exclusively from sustainable forests
• Intended to be recycled in full once enjoyed

IGP, Atlantique
FRANCE

Jacques, Serge, Yann, Patrick Bouey
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Oh La Vache!
2020 Vintage 90 Pts. James Suckling
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